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1. INTRODUCTION 
Differential systems have been studied by many many mathematicians, and a lot of valuable 
results have been obtained. Because impulsive differential systems are adequate mathemati- 
cal models for numerous processes and phenomena studied in biology, physics technology, etc., 
(see [1-3]), they have been investigated by many many researchers in recent years. For the general 
theory of impulsive differential systems, the reader can refer to [4]. 
For impulsive differential systems, most publications deal with them as impulse moments being 
a sequence of given points [1-3]. However, actual jumps don't always happen at fixed points but 
usually at random points, that is, impulse moments are random variables. Owing to the effect 
of random impulse moments any solution of these systems is a stochastic process, which is very 
different from those of differential systems with impulses at fixed moments, whose solutions are 
piecewise continuous functions. To make the idea clear, consider an impulsive differential system 
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as follows, 
x' (t) = 1, t ~ Tk, 
k=1,2 , . . . ,  x( t )  = ( t - ) ,  t = 
(to)  = ~o- 
By mathematical induction, it is easy to yield that 
k h k 
x( t )=t+Ha~' (Xo- - to ) - -ET~(1- -a~)  H aj 
i--'--i i----1 j= i+ l  
holds for all t E [Tk,Tk+l), k = 0,1,2, . . . ,  where to = To < T1 < T2 < "'" < Tk < "'" and 
n [Ij=m(') = 1 as m > n. Obviously, if {Tk, k = 1, 2, . . .  } is a sequence of fixed points, then x(t) is 
a piecewise continuous function; if {Tk, k -- 1, 2,. . .  } is a sequence of random variables, then x(t) 
is a stochastic process. 
In fact, Wu and Meng have discussed p-moment boundedness of differential systems with 
impulsive ffect at random moments in [5], and Wu and Hun have studied p-moment exponen- 
tial stability of functional differential systems with impulsive effect at random moments in [6]. 
However, there is no paper on second-order differential systems with random impulses. In this 
paper, the model of second-order linear differential systems with random impulses is first pre- 
sented. Then, necessary and sufficient conditions for oscillation in mean, p-moment stability and 
p-moment boundedness are obtained by comparing them with those of the corresponding nonim- 
pulsive differential system. At last, an example is presented to show the application of obtained 
results. 
The paper will be organized as follows. Some preliminaries and the model of second-order linear 
differential systems with random impulses are presented in Section 2. Necessary and sufficient 
conditions for oscillation in mean, p-moment stability, and p-moment boundedness of the systems 
are given in Section 3. An example is presented in Section 4 to show the application of obtained 
results. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
Let Tk be a random variable defined in Dk ----- (0, dk), k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  where 0 < dk _< +c¢. 
Furthermore, assume that T~ and Tj are independent with each other as i ¢ j for i , j  = 1,2, . . . .  
For the sake of simplicity, we denote 
N = {1, 2,. . .  }, R = (-oo, +c~), R+ = [0, +oo), and R~- = [T, +C~), 
where T E R be a constant. 
Consider second-order linear differential systems with random impulses, 
y" ( t )+a( t )y ' ( t )+p( t )y ( t )=O,  teR~,  ~kCt ,  VkeN (1) 
and 
Ay(~k)=bk(Tk)Y(~k)  and Ay ' (~k)=bk( rk )y ' (~) ,  VkeN,  (2) 
where a,p e (R~, R) are Lebesgue measurable and locally essentially bounded functions, ~0 -- 
to C R~ and ~k = ~k-1 + Tk for all k e N, Ay(~k) ~--- y(~k) - Y(~k), AY'(~ k) -- Y'(~k) -- Y'(~k), 
and y(~;) ----- limt--.~k-o y(t). 
Before giving the main results, the following definitions will be needed. 
DEFINITION 1. Let X be a random variable valued on real numbers in the probability space 
(~, ~, P), where ~ is the sample space, 9 r is the a-field, and P(.) is the probability measure. If 
fa IxlP(dx) < +oo, then ffl xP(dx) is called the expectation of X,  and denoted by E(X) ,  that is, 
E(X)  = f xP(dx) .  
Jn 
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Especially, ff X is a continuous random variable having probability density function f(x), then 
E (X) : [+oo x f  (x) dx. 
J-oo 
DEFINITION 2. A stochastic process y(t) is said to be a sample path solution to system (1) 
with (2) satisfying the initial value condition, 
Yto ---- YO, 
ff for any sample value tl < t2 < ... < tk < ""  of {~k}k_>l, then y(t) satisfies the following 
equation, 
y" (t) + a (t) y' (t) + p (t) y (t) = 0, 
Ay (tk) = bk (tk -- tk-1) y (tk ) , 
Ay' (tk) = bk (tk -- tic-i) Y' (t-~) , 
t E R~, 
VkEN,  
VkEN.  
tCtk ,  VkEN,  
DEFINITION 3. Let p > O, then system (1) with (2) is said to be 
(i) p-moment stable if for any ~ > 0 and to E R~, there exists a 5 -- 5(z, to) > O, such that 
lyol p < 5 implies E [ly (t)[ p] < ~, for all t 2 to; 
(ii) uniformly p-moment stable f f the 5 in (i) is independent of to; 
(iii) asymptotically p-moment stable if it is p-moment stable, and for any sl > O, 51 > O, and 
to ERr ,  there exists a T = T(sl,51,to) > O, such that 
[y0[ p < 51 implies E [[y (t)[ p] < el, for all t >_ to + T; 
(iv) uniformly asymptotically p-moment stable if it is uniformly p-moment stable, and the T 
in (iii) is independent of to; 
(v) p-moment exponentially attractive if there exist Bo > O, B > O, and a > O, such that 
[y0] p < Bo implies E [[y (t)f] < Be -"(t-t°), for all t >_ to. 
Generally, two-moment stability is called stability in mean square. 
DEFINITION 4. Let p > 0, then system (1) with (2) is said to be 
(i) p-moment bounded if for any B1 > 0 and to ERr ,  there exists a B2 = B2(Bl,to) > O, 
such that 
lyol p < B1 implies E [lY (t)] p] < B2, for all t >_ to; 
(ii) uniformly p-moment bounded if the B2 in (i) is independent of to; 
(iii) ultimate p-moment bounded if there exists a B > 0 satisfying for any B3 > 0 and to E R~, 
there exists a T = T(to, B3) > 0, such that 
[yo[ p < B3 implies E [lY (t)[ p] < B, for all t >_ to + T; 
(iv) uniformly ultimate p-moment bounded if the T in (iii) is independent of to. 
Generally, two-moment boundedness i  called boundedness in mean square. 
DEFINITION 5. A solution y(t) to system (1) with (2) is said to be nonoscillatory in mean if 
E[y(t)] is either eventually positive or eventually negative. Otherwise, it is called oscillatory. 
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DEFINITION 6. Exponential distribution is a continuous random variable with probability density 
function as follows, 
{ Ae -;~x, x>0,  
f (x) = 0, elsewhere, 
where ,~ > 0 is a parameter. 
Consider the following auxiliary differential system, 
• " (t) + a (t) ~' (t) + p (t) • (t) = 0, t e P~.  (3) 
A solution x(t) to system (3) means that x(t) has the second-order derivative x"(t) on tLr and 
satisfies ystem (3) for all t e Rr. 
The following condition will be needed by all main results in Section 3. 
(C) Let Tk follow exponential distribution with parameter ~ ()~ > 0), k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  and let ~'i 
be independent of Tj as i ¢ j. 
When Condition (C) holds, limk--.+~ k = +c~ with probability 1. Hence, the sample path 
solution to system (1) with (2) can be extended to the halfiine with probability 1. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section, some results on p-moment stability, p-moment boundedness and oscillation in 
mean of second-order linear differential systems with random impulses (1) with (2) are presented. 
Inspired by [7,8], we obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. y(t) is a solution of system (1) with (2)//'and on]y ff 
y (t) = ~ [1 + b~ ( ,41  ~E~,~k+,) (t) • (t),  
k=O 
where x(t) is a solution of system (3) with the same initial conditions of system (1) with (2), and 
X is the index function, i.e., 
1, i f (k_ t<(k+t ,  
X[¢~4k+~) (t  = O, otherwise. 
PROOF. If x(t) is a solution of system (3), for any to < tt < t2 < ... < t~ < . . . ,  we have that 
y (t) = ~ [1 + b, (t~ - t~-l)] - ~E~,~+I) (t) x (t),  
,~=o i=1 
when t ¢ tk, 
y" (t) + a (t) y' (t) + p (t) y (t) 
=~ [l+bi(t~--ti_l)].)qt~,tk+l)(t) (x"( t )+a(t)x ' ( t )+p(t)x(t ) )  
k=O 
~0~ 
which implies y(t) satisfies (1). Furthermore, 
k k 
y (t~) = H [t + b~ (t~ - t ,_ , ) ]  x ( t~),  y, (t~) = I I  [1 + b, (t~ - t , _ , ) ]  ~, ( t~),  
i= I  i----I 
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and 
Thus, 
k-1  
(t ; )  = H [1 + b, (t, - t,_,)] x (t~), 
i=1 
k-1  
y' (t~-) = H [1 + bi ( t / -  t~-l)] x' (tk). 
i=1  
y (tk) = [1 + bk (tk -- tk-1)] y (t~-) and y' (tk) =- [1 + bk (tk - tk-1)] y' (t~-), 
which implies y(t) satisfies (2). That is, y(t) is a sample path solution of system (1) with (2). 
If y(t) is a sample path solution of system (1) with (2), it is easy to check that x(t) is a solution 
of system (3), so we omit it. The proof is complete. | 
THEOREM 1. Let condition (C) hold. If there exists a T E R~, such that 
E)~ k / ' " /  1-I[l+bi(u/)]dr'l...duk 
k=0 ~ i=1 
u~ +...+u~ <_t-to 
doesn't change its sign t'or a11 t >_ T, then a11 solutions of system (1) with (2) are oscillatory in 
mean if and only ff all solutions of system (3) are oscillatory. 
PROOF. Let y(t) be any sample path solution of system (1) with (2), then it yields from Lemma 1 
that 
y it) = ~ [1 + b / (~0]  ~[~,~+,) (t  • (t), 
k=0 i=1 
where x(t) is a solution of system (2). Hence, 
E [y (t)] = E [1 + bi (Ti)] • ~[~k,~k-I-1) (t) X (t) 
k=0 
Further, 
E [1 + bi (~'01 • xI~,~+l~ (t) 
k /.../ 
i=1  
k+l 
~ v~<t--to< ~ vi 
k +oe 
i=l t--to--(ul+"'+uk) 
Vl+'--+vk <t--to 
k 
i=1  
ul +...+uk <t--to 
k 
= Ake-~( t - t ° ) / - . . /  H[l+b/(Pi)]dul. . .duk, 
~1 +"'+uk <_t--to 
e -)~vk+l dVl . . .  dVk+l 
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SO 
Since 
+~ k E[y(t)]=e-~(t-t°)x(t)'E)tk / ' " /  H[l+b,(u,)]dul...dPk. 
k=O ~ i=1 
Vl +.. .+vk ~_t--to 
+oo k 
k=0 ~ i=1 
ui +.. .+uk <t--to 
doesn't change its sign for all t >__ T, 
+oe k 
i...i 1-I[l+b'(")l<~'l"<~" 
k=0 ~ i=1 
ui +...+u~ <_t--to 
doesn't change its sign for all t > T, too. Hence, E[y(t)] has the same sign as x(t) for all t _> T. 
That is, all solutions of system (1) with (2) are oscillatory in mean if and only if all solutions of 
system (3) are oscillatory. The proof is complete, l 
LEMMA 2. Let ui >_ 0 for all i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k, where k E N. Then, 
t k 
wl+...+uk_<t 
t>0.  
By mathematical induction, it is easy to check it, so we omit it. 
THEOREM 2. Let Condition (C) hold, and let bk(Tk) ----- bk be finite for all k = 1, 2 , . . . .  Fhrther 
assume that there are a fiaite number of bk, such that bk < --1. Then, ali solutions of system (1) 
with (2) are oscillatory in mean if and only if ali solutions of system (3) are oscillatory. 
PROOF. By Lemma 2, 
I I  k=O 
vi +.. .+v~ <t - to  
k +0o k 
H [1+ 6' (vd] due "'" duk = Z )'k H (1+ bd i " i  
i=1 k=0 i :1  
wl +'"+uk <_ t--to 
+oo k ( t  - to)  k 
= Z 'x"  I I  (i + b,) iT ' 
k :O i=  l 
dul.., duk 
SO 
~ ""  I I  [1 + bi (~0] d~l.., ~k = ~ H (1 + b0  k! (4) 
k=O ~ i= i  k=Oi=1 
vi+...+~k_<t--to 
In the following, we will discuss the sign of (4) in two cases, respectively. 
CASE I. Assume there are a finite number of bk, such that bk < -1  and no bi = -1 .  Then, there 
exists a finite set/~r = {ki : ki E N satisfying kl < k2 < .. .  < kn, where n is finite}, such that 
bk>- I  for a l l kEN\Nandbk  <- l fo ra l l kEN.  
(a) If n is odd, 
k 
I I  (1 + b 0 < 0, for all k > k~, 
i= l  
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so  
k [), (t - to)] k 
H (1 + bo. k! 
i=1  
Noting that for all k < kn, 
<0,  for all k > k= and t > to. (5) 
I f ]  + [~ ( t -  to)] k~ 
(1 bi). 
~° [:, (t - to)] k" 
= I I  I1 + b~l. k~! 
i=1  
k. [), (t - to)] k~-k k [)~ (t - to)] k 
> H II+bd - I I I l+bd. - k~! k! 
i=k+l  i=1 
k [:~ (t - to)] k 
>_ (t - to) k~-k . H I1  + bd " kt 
i=1  
1 k IX ( t -  to)] ~ 
> ~--~" "n  i1 + bd. k! 
i=1 
holds for all 
where 
is a constant. Hence, 
(k. - 1)! 
t>to+ - - ,  
{ kn } /3=lhmin  )k, , -k I1+b d : l<k<k,~ >0 
i=k 
k~-~)r I ( l+bO' [A( t - t ° ) ]kk!  < I - ] (1+ hi)• [A (t -- t°)lk" 
k=o i=1 ~=1 kn! 
(6) 
holds for all t > to + (kn - 1)!//3. From (5) and (6), it yields that 
+oo k [:x (t - to)] k 
H (~ + bO. k! 
k=0 i=1 
<0 
holds for all t > to + (k,~ - 1)!/fl. 
(b) If n is even, similar to that of (a) in Case I, we can prove that 
+~ k [~ (t - to)l k 
Z H (1 + ha- k~ 
k=0 i=1 
>0 
holds for all t > to + (k,~ - i)!//~. 
Prom (a) and (b), we know that 
+oo k 
k=O ~ /=1 
v i+. . .+vk  <_t-to 
doesn't change its sign for all t > to + (k,~ - 1)!//3. 
CASE II. Assume there axe a finite number of bk, such that bk < --1 and at least a b~ = -1 .  
Then, let m = min{i E N : bi -= -1},  and let bk > --1 for all k e {1, 2 , . . . ,m - 1} \ /V  and 
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bi < -1  for all i E ]~r, where ]~r = {k l ,  k2 , . . .  ' kn  } satisfying k: < k2 < " "  < kn. Without loss of 
generality, we assume ks < m. Then, 
k 
H(1  +b/ )=0,  
i=1  
thus, 
for all k > m, 
+~x~ k 
II (: + bO. 
k=0 i=1 
m-1 k' [:~ (t  - to )?  [:~ (t - to)] k 
k! - E H (1+ bi). k! (7) 
k=O i=1 
(a) If n is odd, 
k 
H (1 + b~) < 0, for all k~ < k < m. (8) 
i=1  
Noting that for all k < k . ,  
ik__~m(1 [), (t - to)] k" + b 0 • 
kn! 
k. [:, (t - to)] ~ 
= H i1 + b~l. 
i=1 kn] 
~° [~ (t  - to)] k - -k  k [~ (t - to)] k 
> H 11 +bi] "H I1  +bi l"  
- kn! k! 
i=k+l  i=1 
k [,x (t  - to)] k 
> Z_ (t -to)  k°-~ • H I: + b~l. 
- k~! k! 
i=1  
: k [ :~( t -  to)] k 
> k-~' H I1  + bd" k! 
i=1  
holds for all t > to + (k, - 1)!/fl, where 
constant. Hence, 
~'  ~ p, ( t -  ~o)l ~ ~ b~) [:'(~-~°)I~° 
H (1 + b,). k! < ~.,. (1 + • :2  k=O i=1 i=1 
/3 1 Amin{~ k--k k. = 1- I i=~] l+bd: l<k<kn}>0isa  
holds for all t > to + (k,~ - 1)!/ft. From (7)-(9), it yields that 
+~ k [:, (t - to)] k 
ZI I  (1+b0' k! <o 
k=0 i=1 
holds for all t > to + (k~ - 1)!/eL 
(b) If n is even, similar to that of (a) in Case II, we can prove that 
+o~ k p, (t - to)] k 
E H (i + b0. k! > o 
k=0 i= l  
holds for all t > to + (k~ - 1)!/ft. 
From (a) and (b), we know that 
+oo k 
E~' f.../ II(l+bO..~....-. 
k=0 ~ i=1 
~: +.. .+uk ~t- - to 
doesn't change its sign for all t > to + (kn - 1)!/ft. 
(9) 
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In sum, if there are a finite number of bk, such that bk < -1 ,  then 
+oo k f...f II(l+bO  l..d   
k=0 ~ i=1 
va +...+vk <__t--to 
doesn't change its sign for all t > to + (k,~ - 1)!/fl, where/3 > 0 is a constant. By Theorem 1, all 
solutions of system (1) with (2) are oscillatory in mean if and only if all solutions of system (3) 
are oscillatory. The proof is complete. II 
THEOREM 3. Let Condition (C) hold. If there exists a constant a > O, such that 
+c~ k z. i/ ~I[l+bi('O]2d'l'"d'k<-~e~(t-t°) 
k=O ~ {=1 
vl +'"+vk ~_t-to 
hoId for ali t >_ to. Then, 
(i) system (1) with (2) is (uniformly asymptotically, asymptotically, uniformly, etc.) stable 
in mean square if and only if system (3) is stable correspondingly; 
(ii) all solutions of system (1) with (2) are (uniformly ultimately, ultimately, uniformly, etc.) 
bounded in mean square if and only if all solutions of system (3) are bounded correspond- 
ingly. 
PROOF. Let y(t) be any solution of system (1) with (2), similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we 
obtain that 
+oo k 
E[y2(t)] -~e-A(t-t°).E)~k / ' ' ' /  ~I[l-J-bi(l]i)]2 dl/l.., dl/k.x2(t). (10) 
k=0 ~ i=1 
Ul +...+vk <t--to 
Further, 
E [y~ (t)] < ~x ~ (t) 
(i) If the zero solution of system (3) is stable, for any s > 0 there exists a 5 > 0, such that 
Ixol < v~ implies [x (t)l < , for all t >__ to. 
From x0 = yo and (10), we obtain that 
y0 ~ < ~ impnes E [y' (t)] < ~, for all t > to. 
That  is, the zero solution of system (1) with (2) is stable in mean square. 
The remaining proof is similar to the above, so we omit it. The proof is complete. 
THEOREM 4. Let Condition (C) hold, and let bkO-k) =-- b for all k = 1,2 , . . . .  Then, 
E [y2 (t)] = e(2b+b~) ~'(~-~°) . ~2 (t),  v t  ___ to. 
Further, 
(i) if b 6 ( -2 ,  0) and system (1) with (2) is bounded in mean square, then all solutions of 
system (3) are exponentially attractive; 
(ii) if b q~ [-2,0] and all solutions of system (3) are bounded, then all solutions of system (1) 
with (2) are exponentially attractive in mean. 
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PROOF. Let y(t) be any solution of system (1) with (2), then it yields from Lemma 1 that 
4-oo 
k=O 
where x(t) is a solution of system (3). Hence, 
E [y2 (t)] = E (1 + b) k. X[,%,,%+0 (t) x (t) 
= E (1 + b) ~ "~I~,a+i)  (t) ~ (t) 
= E (1+ 'x la ,a÷~)  (t) (t) 
+~ 
= ~ (1 + b) 2k E (XI~,a+~) (t)) x ~ (t). 
k=0 
By Lemma 2, it yields that 
E (x{a ,a+, ) ( t ) )  = :,~+~ 
= Ak+ 1 
= A k 
. • • / e -)'V~ ... e-AVke -~uk+~ duz. . ,  dVk+l 
k-l-1 
~ vi<t--to< ~ vi 
+00 
I...I s .-'-+,.,.--...+, 
t - to - (U l+. . .+vk)  
vl +...H-uk <t--to 
/ . . . /e - ;~v l . . .e - ;~V~e-A[ t - to - (v l+ ' "Tvk) ]du l . . .dvk  
vl +'"+uk <t--to 
----~ke-)~(t-t°) / . . . /  
ul +...+u~ <__t--to 
_ [~ (t - t0)l k e_~(~_~o). 
k~ 
dr1. . ,  dvk 
Thus, 
that is, 
[(i +b)' to)] k 
E [y~ (t)] = x ~ ( t )e -~( t - to )  ~ k! 
k=0 
= X 2 (t) • e -A(t-t°) • e (l+b)2)'(t-t°), 
E [y2 (t)] = e(2b+b2) ~(t-t°) • x 2 (t), for all t > to. (11) 
(i) If b E ( -2 ,  0) and system (1) with (2) is bounded in mean square, then 2b + b 2 > 0 and 
for any B1 > 0 and to E R, there exists a B2 -- B2(Bl , to)  > 0, such that 
]y0[ 2 < B12 implies E []y (t)[ 2] < B 2, for all t > to. 
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From (11) it follows that when Ix0[ < B1, i.e., Ix0l 2 < B~, 
Ix (t)l 2 < E [v 2 (0]" e -(~+b~)~'('-'°) < B~. e-(~+b=) ~'('-*°) 
80 
Im (t)l < B2. e -"('-'°), 
where a = (1/2) (2b + b 2) ~ > 0. That is, all solutions of system (3) are exponentially 
attractive. 
(ii) If b ~ [-2, 0] and system (3) is bounded, then 2b + b 2 < 0 and for any B1 > 0 and to E R, 
there exists a B2 --- B2(B1, to) > 0, such that 
ixol < v~ implies Ix (t)l < V~,  for all t __ to. 
From (11) it follows that when [y012 < B1, i.e., [Y0[ < x/~l, 
E [y2 (t)] < x 2 (t). e(2b+b=) ~(t-~°) < B2' e -~(t-t°), 
where a = -(2b + b2)A > 0. That is, all solutions of system (1) with (2) are exponentially 
attractive in mean square. The proof is complete. | 
4. EXAMPLE 
Let vk follow exponential distribution with parameter A for all k = 1,2, . . . ,  where A > 0. 
Further, assume that Ti and rj are independent ofeach other as i ¢ j. 
Consider second-order linear differential systems with random impulses as follows, 
y" (t) + p (t) y (t) = o, t c a+,  ~k # t, v k ~ N, (12) 
and 
Ay( (k )=bky( ( ; )  and Ay ' ( (k )=bky ' (~; ) ,  VkEN,  (13) 
where (0 = to c R+ and (k = ~k-1 +rk for all k E N; p(t) e C[0, oo) and p(t) > O. The auxiliary 
differential equation follows as 
~" + p (t) ~ : o. (14) 
LEMMA 3. (See [9].) If 
f t  ° 1 lim sup t p (s) ds < 4' t--+OO 
then system (14) is nonoscillatory, but if 
jfoo 
lim t--+ooinf t p(s) ds > 1, 
then system (14) is oscillatory. 
By Theorem 2 and Lemma 3, we obtain that if there are only a finite number of bk, such that 
bk < -1, then all solutions of system (12) with (13) are oscillatory in mean if 
~t °° 
lim t--.ooinf t p (s) ds > 1, 
but nonoscillatory in mean if 
~ oo 1 lira sup t p (s) ds < -~. ~--+00 
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